






"Mirat -ul-Ashiqeen" is a book of great importance in the field of

"Mulfoozat" literature.(teachings of sufism based on sufi saints speeches

for the benefits of dervaish followers). This book is focused on

expanding upon the specific terminology used in the following two

sufism books "Fath-ur-Rabbani"and "Miraat-ul-Arifeen" . Another

important aspect of this book is the easily comprehendable writing style

and diction which is useful for the reader.Various sayings and poetry of

sufis have been employed in this regard in order to answer the queries

and debates of mysticism .This book also throws light on the unique

spiritual relationship of the saint and his follower .The tradition of

composing "mulfoozat" based on sufi"majlis" (gathering) is ancient and

commendable.
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